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Abstract
The aim of this study was determined whether individual films from unexpired and expired double packets present
the same image quality in terms of radiographic density and contrast.
Methods: An aluminum step wedge was radiographed using 20 Agfa periapical double film packets. 10 of them
unexpired and 10 used 5 years after the expiration date, maintained under refrigeration at 10°C.
Results: Statistical analysis showed a significant difference in radiographic density (p<0.01) and contrast
(p<0.05) between individual films from unexpired double packets, whereas the individual films of the expired packets
did not differ. Compared the individual films without using the values of direct film exposure (zero) the difference in
contrast between individual films was no longer present, but optic density was still significantly different (p<0.05) for
the unexpired group.
Conclusion: Within the limitations of this study, the results suggest there is a difference in quality of the
radiographic image between the individual films of double packets when submitted to laboratory analysis.

Keywords: Double film packet; Radiographic density; Radiographic
contrast

Introduction
Brazil is the country with the largest number of world dental
professionals in absolute numbers: there are 219,575 registered
professionals [1]. The Global Atlas of Dentistry, "published in 2009 by
Dental Federation, some estimates more than one million dentists
worldwide. Thus, the radiographic films, analogical, still are the base of
the main tool to assist diagnosis in dentistry [2].
Several factors may affect the diagnostic ability of the radiographic
image such as kVp, time of exposure, mA, filtration, collimation, grids,
and types of the position indicating device. In general, operating
protocols for a given radiographic film are based on the nominal kVp
of the equipment and X-ray units with the same nominal kVp may
present quite different spectra [3].
Another important factor is the radiographic film, due to its
properties, can significantly alter the quality of the radiographic image,
affecting interpretation and planning of the case, and/or this would
require new exposure of the patient to obtain new image. Oftentimes,
small differences in image quality can be a significant difference in the
caries diagnosis, i.e., carious interproximal lesions. Dental caries, also
known as tooth decay or cavities, is the most common disorder
affecting the teeth and the radiographic exam is a important diagnostic
tool Legacy of the evolution of ever faster film has been a concomitant
lower patient exposure [4]. These changes in the film speed
accompanied, film base was also undergoing improvements in the
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image characteristics as density and contrast. Also, restaurative
materials, as some types of cement commonly used for the
cementation of implant-supported prostheses have poor radiodensity
and may not be detectable following radiographic examination [5].
The double radiographic films allow the professional to store a
radiograph and leave the other with patient, thus solving the dilemma
of the property rights of a radiograph and without expose the patient
to a radiation dose. In addition, the dentist can get different images,
making changes in radiographic processing, to verify specific
structures, mainly by changing the radiographic density [6]. The
relative positions of these films in double film packets can also affect
quality of the radiographic image although are juxtaposed one in front
of another. Films contained in double packets present different mean
densities when exposed to X-rays [7,8].
Expired films maintained under refrigeration according to
manufacturer instructions presented the highest optic density as well
as the lowest radiographic contrast [9]. Expired double film packets
can still be used clinically for several years although a loss of speed and
a gain in contrast should be taken into consideration [10]. The image
quality of individual films in double packets had variation, the front
films (those further from the source) had significantly superior image
quality compared to back films [11]. No studies are available about
comparison of radiographic density and contrast (physical
measurements) between individual films contained in double film
packets. It is not our intention in this study to evaluate other
radiographic quality parameters, such as image resolution, because the
films are identical and juxtaposed on the packaging of films. The aim
of present study was to determine whether the individual films
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contained in expired and unexpired duplicating film packets present
the same image quality in terms of radiographic density and contrast
when analyzed in the laboratory, and to compare these factors between
expired and unexpired groups.

Materials and Methods
20 Agfa periapical double film packets (31 × 41 mm, ANSI 1#2) of
group D was used, 10 of them unexpired and 10 used 5 years after the
expiration date after storage in an environment maintained at 10°C.
The films were removed from storage and left at room temperature 20
min before exposure. Immediately before each exposure, the values of
the exposure factors of the X-ray machine were determined with the
NERO device (Non Evaluated Radiation Output) and the following
mean values were obtained: effective kVp 71.82, exposure time 1.61 sec
and radiation dose 158.7 mR. The X-ray machine used was a Weber
type 11R apparatus nominally calibrated for 70 kVp, 10 mA, 1.6 sec
and a focusfilm distance of 40 cm. As recommended by Manson-Hing
and Bloxon [12], was used an aluminum step wedge with 2 mm steps
varying in thickness from 0 to 16 mm. The geometric factors of
exposure were the same as used by Watanabe et al. [9].
After exposure, the 20 double films were submitted to radiographic
processing using fresh Kodak reagents and the temperature/time
method. Both films from the double film packets were developed
simultaneously in a solution at a temperature of 25°C and using two
and a half minutes of processing in a dark room which was also devoid
of a safety light. The films were carefully separated and hung on
different holders to avoid confusion between the first and the second
film. The remaining procedures for radiographic processing followed
manufacturer recommendations.
The films were then dried in an incubator with circulating hot air.
The radiographs, which had been identified with lead letters before
radiographic exposure, were mounted on cards for photodensitometric
reading with a Digital densitometer II, model 0.7-424 (Victoreen, Inc.)

with a diaphragm aperture of 1 mm. 360 values obtained were
recorded on appropriate cards and represented the experimental
sample. These original data referred to four groups, i.e., 1st unexpired
film, 2nd unexpired film, 1st expired film, and 2nd expired film. Data
were analyzed statistically for intragroup comparison unexpired and
expired films [6,9,13] i.e., the data were submitted to hyperbolic
transformation and a straight line was obtained for the evaluation of
radiographic density and contrast values (Figure 1).

Figure 1: First and second films of the double films. The first film
had highest density.
In Figure 1 it is possible to see with some effort that the left image
(first in the involucre) have more density than the right image.

Results
The densitometric measurements of the aluminum step wedge are
described in Table 1 for both groups. These measurements are plotted
on the graph of Figure 2. In the regression line format. The
densitometric readings of the stepwedge images are independent data.
Moreover, these data were cumulative since the thickness of each step
increased according to a constant additive factor in relation to the
previous step. On this basis, the nature of these data required a more
adequate statistical analysis for the correct interpretation of the
responses [9].

Mean optic density
Thickness of the aluminum step wedge (mm)
Groups

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

first film

0.68 ± 0.02

0.76 ± 0.01

0.89 ± 0.01

1.01 ± 0.02

1.12 ± 0.01

1.23 ± 0.02

1.34 ± 0.02

1.44 ± 0.01

1.51 ± 0.02

second film

0.69 ± 0.01

0.78 ± 0.02

0.89 ± 0.01

1.01 ± 0.01

1.13 ± 0.01

1.24 ± 0.01

1.34 ± 0.01

1.44 ± 0.01

1.51 ± 0.01

first film

0.58 ± 0.02

0.60 ± 0.01

0.68 ± 0.01

0.76 ± 0.02

0.84 ± 0.02

0.93 ± 0.02

1.02 ± 0.02

1.10 ± 0.03

1.17 ± 0.03

second film

0.58 ± 0.02

0.61 ± 0.01

0.69 ± 0.02

0.76 ± 0.02

0.85 ± 0.02

0.93 ± 0.02

1.02 ± 0.03

1.10 ± 0.03

1.18 ± 0.03

Unexpired film

Expired film

Table 1: Mean (+SD) values of optic density for the first and second radiographic films contained in double film packets for the 10 replications
after hyperbolic transformation of the data.
We used the same method initially outline in a previous papers
(Watanabe et al., 1994) and it was subsequently improved to permit the
simultaneous setting of the characteristic optical density and contrast
of a roentgenogram, having in view of the unique mathematical
transformation (Table 2). In this way, to analize the experimental data
we used the hyperbolic equations that gave excellent “r” values,
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indicating concordance between the experimental dates and the
derived equations.
So, the hyperbolic transformation of the original data transforms
the original hyperbolic curve into a straight line (equation y=a+bx),
which permits a much easier interpretation of the radiographic quality
of the images [9]. This value can be seen in the Table 3.
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Figure 2: Regression lines of the first and second films from double film packets for the expired and unexpired groups.

"a" Values - Radiographic Density

"b" Values - Radiographic Contrast*

unexpired film*

expired film++

unexpired film**

expired film++

first film

second film

first film

second film

first film

second film

first film

second film

0.67102 ± 0.0152

0.68817 ± 0.0085

0.53999 ± 0.0131

0.54598 ± 0.0147

0.05452 ± 0.0015

0.05341 ± 0.0004

0.03921 ± 0.0018

0.0386 ± 0.0027

* p<0.01 and **p<0.05 by the Mann-Whitney U test; ++The Mann-Whitney U test showed statistically identical values.

Table 2: Mean (+SD) values of radiographic density ("a") and contrast ("b") for the experimental groups
"a" Values - Radiographic Density

"b" Values - Radiographic Contrast*

unexpired film*

expired film++

first film

second film

0.67704 ± 0.00938

0.68693
0.00951

unexpired film**

first film

second film

0.51593 ± 0.01282

0.51743
0.01447

±

expired film++

first film
± 0.05406
0.00099

second film

first film

0.05345 ± 0.00050

0.04137
0.00202

±

second film
± 0.04145
0.00222

±

*p<0.05 by the Mann-Whitney U test; **A parametric test showed statistically identical values; ++The Mann-Whitney U test showed statistically identical values.

Table 3: Mean (+SD) values of radiographic density ("a") and contrast ("b") for the 10 replications for the 4 experimental groups without
considering zero (0) values, i.e., direct film exposure.

Discussion
The expired films were more radiolucent and had much lower
contrast values compared to unexpired films. This was probably due to
the organic deterioration of the emulsion of the films [9]. Thunthy and
Weinberg [10] detected increased radiographic contrast and decreased
speed in expired double films packets, but even so indicated their
clinical utilization. This difference compared to our findings is due to
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the fact that individual films in double films packets have different
sensitometric patterns.
The four groups of experimental films did not present normality
when submitted to the normality test, so that a nonparametric
statistical treatment was deemed necessary. The Mann-Whitney U test
was then chosen for intragroup comparison. The difference between
expired and unexpired films can be clearly seen in Figure 1 and is
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confirmed by the numerical values presented in Table 2. Also, a
significant difference was detected between the first and second film of
unexpired duplicating films for radiographic density (p<0.01) and
contrast (p<0.05) (Table 2).
The two films from expired double films packets were statistically
identical, probably due to the organic deterioration of their emulsion
[9,10]. The present results disagree from those reported by Razmus et
al. [14] with respect to the quality of duplicating films. It should be
pointed out that these investigators only performed clinical analyses
using observers. We detected statistically significant differences in
radiographic quality image between the 1st and 2nd film of double
packets, but only under laboratory conditions. Thus, in a future study
we shall determine whether these differences are also detected by the
visual acuity of observers, as done by Razmus et al. [14].
Our findings agree with those reported by Sewerin [7], especially
when we eliminated the values of direct film exposure (zero). This
investigator also detected a significant difference in radiographic
density between the 1st and 2nd films in double films packets. This is
explained by the fact that when the film is exposed to X-rays, the film
located in the anterior part of the packet (1st) acts as a barrier against
the X-rays, thus reducing the intensity of the latter when they reach the
film located posteriorly (2nd), even when we eliminate the values of
direct film exposure (zero), as recommended by Oishi and Parfitt [15].
These direct exposure values are extremely important for radiographic
interpretation. For example, when we analyze an interproximal
radiograph for the early diagnosis of incipient carious lesions, we
perform a visual analysis of the region contrasting dental enamel with
the space that surrounds the point of contact of enamel surfaces. This
space is an area of direct exposure to X-rays since X-rays cross soft
tissue (interdental papilla) only inferiorly. On this basis, we decided to
interpret our results using the direct exposure (zero) values of the
contrast scale, thus confirming the presence of significant differences
in radiographic density (p<0.01) and contrast (p<0.05) between the
individual films in unexpired double films packets.
Also Jarvis et al. [11] agree with our findings but author’s found
not significant difference in laboratory analysis. On the other hand, the
clinical phase reflected the observer’s opinions that image quality
varied between front and back image films. The author has judged that
the major contributor to differences in detail and definition between
front and back films is parallax unsharpness that is an evident
geometric aspect.
Araki et al. [8] studied the effects of lead lamina in dental X-ray
film Packets on radiographic image quality and two features emerge
from these results: (I) the front film has a better image quality than the
back film; (II) one of the effects of lead foils is to improve image quality
by shielding films from back-scattered radiation. We didn’t study the
interference of the lead lamina but we agree with authors.
Most
textbooks, when describing radiographic films in terms of their
packaging, state that double films packets permit the professional to
obtain two identical radiographs of the same case because of the
packaging of two identical films in the same packet and point out the
advantages of these films such as obtaining duplicates for the files with
a single patient exposure, the possibility of obtaining images of
different densities during radiographic processing which may greatly
facilitate the radiographic diagnosis according to the clinical
requirements of the professionals. The results of the present study
should be taken into consideration when using this type of films. We
should point out the necessity to evaluate these results clinically and to
consider other exposure factors for analysis.
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The results found by Malezan et al. [3], with reference to possible
differences que X-ray units with the nominal same kVp may present
quite different spectra that it could modify the quality of the image and
the dose to the patient will be significantly altered by the spectrum's
shape. Expired radiographic films, even kept in refrigerated conditions,
have lower quality of the radiographic image in relation to nonoverdue films and thus should not be used, according to our
experimental conditions.

Conclusion
• Both unexpired radiographic films from the double packets
presented little laboratory differences, but significant differences in
radiographic density (p<0.01) and contrast (p<0.05) to each other,
when exposed to X-rays under the conditions of the study.
• Both expired radiographic films from the double packets did not
present significant differences in radiographic density or contrast to
each other, when exposed to X-rays under the conditions of the study.
• The unexpired individual films from the double packets did not
differ from each other in terms of radiographic contrast when exposed
to X-rays under the experimental conditions of the study and when the
direct exposure values were excluded.
• The expired individual films from the double packets showed
larger density and less contrast than unexpired films when exposed to
X-rays under the present experimental conditions.
• The method proposed for the qualitative and quantitative
interpretation of the experimental data obtained with an aluminum
step wedge permitted an objective analysis of double films packets both
in terms of optic density and contrast.
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